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Engineering
students
dominate
competition .

Facelifts and
wireless
uplinks:
UCF steps boldly

into the future
JENNIFER PATERSON
STAFF WRITER

SARA WIDBOOM
STAFF WRITER
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A wave of change is sweeping across campus. Computers
and construction have arrived and
are working hand-in-hand to
improve the lives the student
body. The most noticeable difference is the recent addition to the
Student Union, known as Project
2000. In the midst of the infamous construction, the impressive 11,500 square foot Pegasus
Grand Ballroom has risen. It
stands two stories high and is
able to comfortably serve up to
1000 people. The new addition
also boasts expansions of STA
Travel,
Knightwear,
and
KnightStop, as well as a new
arrival at UCF, College Optical.
The only new retail store, it will
provide services and eyewear at
reduced rates. Even more important are the new food choices:
Steak Escape; Nectar's, which

Recently, five University of
Central Florida undergraduate
and graduate engineering students participated at the southeast regional American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronauts
(AIAA) competition. UCF
walked away with two of three
awards given at the competition.
A total of fifteen schools competed,
which
included
the
University of Florida, Emory
Riddle University, and the
Georgia Institute of Technology
to name a few. The competition
CFF FILE--PHOTO
was hosted by UCF in Savannah,
Georgia.
President John Hitt sits down with a checked out laptop from the library to surf the web in style. The laptop is part
Graduate students, Jennifer
of the library's new laptop check out program which allows students and faculty to check out a wireless internet
Huddle and Anabel Marcos, won
laptop for up to four hours at a time.
the only graduate level category,
.
sells smoothies, wraps and rice added to the Student Union. No, third floor, the Grand Pegasus "Technical Paper," with their
bowls; and Mrs. Field's/Pretzel -not a new store, another ball- Ballroom, and the front ,and back paper concerning thermal control
Time, a combination that will be room, or even more foliage. patios. · The connections in the of laser diodes. "A laser diode is
serving up cookies and fresh, Technology. The Student Union ballroom will mainly be used for
now has wireless Internet ports.
gourmet pretzels.
KNIGHTFLIGHT, Page 3
But SOJ.Ilething else has been These ports are located on the
LAPTOPS, Page 2

UCF merges Technology and Architecture
KRISTA ZILIZI
STAFF WRITER
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The University of
Central Florida's reputation as one of the "mostwired" institutions of
higher learning in the
U.S. is maintaining this
distinction with the addition of a 13.4 million-dollar, three-story classroom
building. The building
opened just in time for
beginning of summer

''

"'It has set
a new standard for the
way multimedia, classrooms
can
be built in
this mi/Jennium,,
,
-Gerry E.wing
Academic Faculties
Designer

•

classes.
With UCF's current
enrollment at well over
30,000 students, the campus is preparing to meet
the needs of a student
body that is projected to
reach more than 56,000
within this decade. The
new 89,119 sq. ft. facility
is equipped with eighteen
multimedia classrooms, 2
auditoriums, 2 notebook
PC classrooms, distance
learning rooms, and
UCF's largest computer
lab on campus. Each
room houses a video/data
projector, a large projection screen, cpmputers
with CD and DVD player
options and network connections
including
Internet, Ethernet, and
LAN . compatibility. The
classrooms also offer
video cassette decks, connections for laptop computers, high-resolution
document cameras, and
state of the art sound systems. Color touch screens
installed in each room
operate all of these features at the touch of a button.
"This building is
amazing. I'm thrilled

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

The new technology building boasts many new features such as special lighting, multi-media
classrooms and tech-ways lo provide 24 hour access to the multi-media components of the
building.
about all the technology
this building has to offer,"
said junior Avi Stewart.
Plans for this state of
the art building began five
years ago by a team of
UCF faculty members.
The goal was to bring the
latest electronic teaching
tools to every corner of
UCF. It was estimated
that the price of refurbishing already existing build-

ings with this advanced
multimedia type system
would far surpass the time
and money needed to construct an entirely new
building.
Under the guidance
of UCF's Vice President
of
technology
Joel
Hartman and Director of
Instructional Resources
Ruth Marshall, the construction of a structure

with the latest multimedia
systems was proposed.
Construction began in
January of 1998, with
Academic
Facilities
Designer, Gerry Ewing,
serving as a middleman
between the university
and the architectural
design team.

NEW BUILDING,
Page3
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Laptops to give UCF students advantage
FROM PAGE

1

meetings, functions, and conferences. The ports have a range of a
couple hundred feet inside and
300 feet outside, depending on
the surroundings. Anyone with a
laptop equipped with a wireless
Internet card can use this service.
"It's a benefit if students
know it's there, and they use it,
but other than that it's a waste. ,
It's no use to me because I don't
have a laptop. You don't see too
many students walking around
with laptops." said junior Laura
Hunt.
One place to find them is the
UCF
Computer
Store.
Conveniently located in the
Student Union, they offer the
Aironet cards for under $200.
UCF is breaking ground in
another area too, because we are
now one of the few schools in the
nation whose library offers laptops with wireless Internet service. Checking out one of these
laptops is like checking out a
$2, 700 book. However, these
"books" have a four-hour time
limit, and they can't be taken outside the building.
"It's about time. It's a good
thing, but I'm not sure it'll work,"
said senior Sara Elliot.

PHOTO BY TAYLOR CLARK

Construction on the library's entrance rerouted library traffic through the side door of the building. Funds for the
renovation of the lobby were donated by the Chelsey G. Magruder Foundation and will be completed late this sum·
mer.
The laptops were purchased
to give UCF students an advantage as the world.'s technology
changes and improves. Using
them should make each library
patron more comfortable with the
new technology.
This new feature will help
out with increasing technology

on campus and be beneficial
when the new classroom building
becomes fully operational later
this summer. There is an estimated one-year plan in effect to have
one-fourth to one-third of campus equipped with wireless
Internet capabilities. The laptops offered for

checkout have an advantage over
the library computers used to
search the catalogues and database for books. On the laptops,
WebLUIS can be accessed
through the Internet, but they also
have word· processing capabilities. This is because UCF has an
agreement with Microsoft that

only students can use their products in the computer labs. By
only loaning laptops to people
with valid UCF identification
cards, the school is upholding its
end of the deal. Although printers
are not available, work can be
copied to a disk and printed in
one of the computer labs.
Even as this amazing new
technology is being offered
inside, the outside of the library
is being modernized as well.
Soon the construction on the
entryway will be finished, and an
updated lobby will greet library
visitors. Using funds donated by
the Chesley G. Magruder
Foundation, the renovation wi11
improve the appearance of the
entryway
by
completely
redesigning the ceiling and floor,
as well as adding new lighting,
exterior
landscaping,
an
improved front desk, and devices
to monitor foot traffic. The project is scheduled for completion
later this summer.
"The Library is the heart of
our university and our new entryway will reflect the dynamic
direction in which both the university and the library are moving," said Barry Baker, director
of University Libraries. "We are
very grateful for this gift from the
Magruder Foundation."
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nly Road Runner delivers everything you need for a
super-fast cable connection to the Internet. Web
sites. Music. Video. Instant access to what matters to
you most.

O

You get an always-on, ready-to-go connection to the
Internet. And because you don't use a phone line,
there's no dialing in, and you'll never get cut off line.
In fact, you can be on the phone and online at the
same time.
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Road Runner is easy to use, too. Just point at what you
want. Click to get it. Everything happens instantly!

•

Call Road Runner today
and be an Instant High ROADRUNNER
$
HIGH SPEED ONUNE™
Speed Winner!

•
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•

•
YOU WIN

TIME WARNER
CUSTOMERS SAVE

BROUGHT TO YOU BY

~TIME WARNER
~ COMMUNICATIONS
www.twcentralflorida.com
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New building to bring UCF into the future
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"Sometimes all the
construction here can be
annoying, but stuff like
this makes it all worth the
inconvenience,"
said
sophomore
Chris
Bernhardt
Efficiently merging
technology with architecture, Ewing was responsible for defining the projects technical needs. As a
resu~t of his work many
special features have been
incorporated into this
building. A particular
kind of lighting was
installed to provide optimum viewing of display
screens. Ample space was
allotted for the cabling
raceway required for the
buildings multimedia systems. Tech-ways were
installed within the building to house every component of the building's
multimedia
systems
allowing for around the
clock access to any of the
systems for servicing or
troubleshooting. Techways also serve as a storage area for all of the
technical components of

the building including
power strips, rack hardware, and accessories
keeping all operating
hardware out of sight, and
away from tampering
hands.
"In a facility where
all other components have
no other choice than to be
stored in the classroom
itself, you could wait days
to find a break in a class
schedule before gaining
access to a system, or
have to resort to doing
whatever technical tasks
need to be done in the wee
hours of the night. With
this arrangement, everyone's life is easier and less
complicated," said Ewing.
Another
feature
Ewing and his staff call eControl technology also
sets this building part
from others at UCF. EControl provides total
technical support to faculty members in all 25 ·
classrooms of the building. A multimedia help
desk allows a single operator to troubleshoot problems from anywhere in
the building.
Perhaps the most
innoyative aspect of this

PHOTO BY ADAM SHIVER

Tech-ways provide easy maintenance of the building's mul·
timedia and computer systems 24 hours a day. This also
keeps these high-tech components out of reach of temper·
ing hands.
structure is the fact that
this is the very first all
classroom buildings on
c.ampus that will be used
by all faculty and students. Prior to this, buildings on campus. generally

served one school or area
of study and corresponding classes were held
within those buildings.
The third floor of the
new classroom building
·will serve as temporary

home to UCF's recently
implemented School of
Hospitality. The building
also hopes to benefit faculty and students with the
campus' most technologically advanced computer
lab that permits 24 hour
access, as well as the
technology to create software for use in both classroom buildings and other
classrooms.
"Sure Tally and
Gainesville have nice old
buildings, but we've got
all the cool stuff," said
UCF sophomore Jason
Malley.
"I think that the new
building . looks nice. It
does not affect me so
much as it may other people. I see it as another way
for the university to cover
the funds that are supplied
to them annually. I like
the way it looks though
and, in the long run, it will
become necessary as the
campus' population continues.to rise," said sophomore Derek LaRiviere .
"This building is
exceptional not just in
Florida, but also in the
country. Its the latest and
said Ewing
the greatest."
(

'KnightFlight'
paper wins
top prize
FROM PAGE

1

the light, which is in the CD
player, and their paper dealt with
how to control its temperature for
use in space applications," said
Professor McBrayer, advisor to
all the students who competed.
Three UCF students, Joe
Boyd, Atif Khan, and Louis
Turek, presented a paper in the
undergraduate level "Design"
portion of the competition as
well.
Their paper entitled,
"KnightFlight:
a
Remote
Controlled Heavy Lift Aircraft,"
won the top prize.
"UCF students did outstandingly well and I am just glad to
have the opportunity to relay to
the community _the outstanding
work our students are doing,"
said McBrayer.
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hardcovers!

We discount the books that are most
popular with the Customers of the
U.C.F. Bookstore and with your peers
on other college campuses across
the country. Stop in, and see what
all the buzz is about!

2 FOR 1 DRAUGHTS
2-7 Weekdays

(w/ Valid Student ID)

Pitchers
of Beer

After 5:00pm

Saturdays &
Sundays

Alafaya Trail • 4000 Central Florida Boulevard
Orlando, Florida • 407.823.2665 • http://ucf.bkstore.com

Bookstore
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All Day &Night
Saturdays

12269 University Blvd.• Orlando, fl 32817 •407.282.0505

UCF rates number one

in Greek Community
ADAM SHIVER .
STAFF WRITER

The University of Central
Florida was recently named
best in the state of Florida for
it's outstanding Greek community by Leader Magazine.
UCF's Greeks lead the way in a
large number of its programs.
Some include, but are not limited to the Greek Student Success
program, and the annual stepshow competition. The university's Greek system is comprised of 33 fraternities and
sororities who are made up of
2,200 plus students.

Campus construction
Under
Construction
Forever is not just a catchphrase it seems, but reality.
Over the next five years, UCF
has 65 building projects scheduled. These plans include a new
baseball stadium, the realignment of Central Florida
Boulevard, Recreational services building, academic villages, an addition to the Student
Union, and a new parking
garage.

ence', presented by Charles
Hughes from the department of
Computer Science.
'Are you ready for a hurricane?'
Uhlir
from
by
James
Environmental Health and
Safety.

UCF Simulates Toxic
Spill

for
UCF's
Institute
Simulation and Training is teaming up with fire rescue crews
from Sweden, as well as Orange
and Seminole counties to test
new high-tech resources in fighting toxic spills. The event will
take place at the intersection of
McCullock Rd. and Lockwood
Blvd. at 9:00am, May 23.

Give blood, help
blood supply
The Central Florida Blood
Bank is going to be holding a
blood drive on May 30 and June
5-7 from lO:OOam - 4:00pm in
front of the Student Union.
Students are encouraged to come
out and donate, and will be given
a free T-shirt for their participat~on. Students are . eligible to
donate every 56 days, or 8
weeks. Supplies are low and the
blood bank can use all the help
they can get. Contact Karline
Cunningham with the Central
Florida Blood Bank at (407) 9998485 for more information. The
Blood Bank asks that all students
eat before they donate.

Exhibitions to take
place in library
Throughout the month of
June, the following items will
be on display in the campus
library:
'Botanical Bounty', by artist
Redenta Soprano.
'You can not read this', by
Michael Johnson of Central
Floridians Against Censorship.
'Excellence in computer sci-

"Can I send a
thank-you note
by e-mail?"
flf all the answers:
ucf.eGrad20H.com

Beat

Police
ANDREA KEEGAN
STAFF WRITER

Lightning strikes Arboretum
On May 9, an officer on
patrol observed flames in the tree
line of the Arboretum. A lightning bolt had struck and ignited
the fire. The officer contacted
UCF dispatch to have the fire
department respond to extinguish
the fire. Orange County Engine
81 responded and successfully
put out the fire before any structures or vehicles were damaged ..
Only
a small patch of bushes were
burnt in the Arboretum:
Computer equipment
vanishes
On May 8, a report was
made by Anthony Travaglini

advising that sometime. between
5:00 pm on Friday May 5 and
9:00 am Monday May 8 per- .
son(s) unknown entered room
104-B of the Visual Arts building
and stole a Macintosh G-4 computer and a monitor. The computer and monitor belong to UCF
and are valued at $3149.
The room was not secured
on May 5 because of a seminar
going on in room 104 and the
need for access into room 104-B.
No pry marks were found on the
doors leading into room 104-B
and all
areas dusted for fingerprints
turned up negative results.
Travablini reported on May
12 that he discovered a HP 6350
CXI scanner valued at $323
missing as well.

TBE PERFECT JOB FOR
UCF STUDENTS!!
$100
BIREBONUS!

Theatre UCF
begins summer run
'Tintypes' is to open May
25, · beginning Theatre UCF's
summer season. This summer
musical celebrates the optimistic years in the United States
at the beginning of the last century. The musical is to feature
songs by greats John Philip
Sousa, Scott Joplin and George
M. Cohan.
Those looking for information regarding the play may
contact Theatre UCF Ticket
Office at (407) 823-1500. And
for a line up of plays and musicals being put on visit
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-theatre/season.html on the World
Wide Web.
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IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A SUMMER JOB WITH FULL-TIME PAY OR A
PART-TIME JOB THAT WORKS AROUND YOUR SCHEDULE.
DIALAMERICA MARKETING IS THE PlACE FOR YOU!!

$9-$15/BOUR! !
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES!!
PAID TRAINING!!
BONUS INCENTIVES!!
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CONTACT THE OFFICE NEAREST YOU TODAY.

ORLANDO
QUORUM C£NTER
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ORLANDO, FL (14 AT EXIT 82)
( 407)649-9606

WINTER PARK
COMMERCE C£NTER
8592 ALOMA AVE. SUITE 6
WINTERPARK, FL (ALOMA & 486)
( 407)678-9700
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Love bug virus' sting packs little punch

•
JENNIFER PLANTE
STAFF WRITER

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Summertime Blues

•

Mark Brannan, senior, spends a relaxing, summer afternoon
playing his guitar near the reflecting pond•

Earlier this month, the "love
bug" stung computers· all around
the world, including ones at the
University of Central Florida.
Jim Ennis, systems administrator for Computer Science at
UCF, said that "UCF had a few
cases (10-15) of the Love Bug
trojan [virus] actually being run,
but most of our users did not execute the code or get affected by
the trojan being mailed to them.
The primary e-mail platforms
that the Love Bug virus uses are
not in wide spread us~ at UCF, so
running the virus would not
spread it to other users."
Trojan programs are named
after the Trojan Horse that delivered soldiers to the city of Troy.
They appear to be useful programs, but they contain hidden
code that can destroy certain

computer files, as the horse contained soldiers in the Trojan War.
The Love Bug virus began at
the AMA Computer College
located in Manila, Philippines.
The virus, originally sent
through e-mail under the subject
ILOVEYOU with an accompanying attachment, was designed to
destroy files located on the
receiver's computer. After opening the attachment using
Microsoft software, a copy of the
virus is sent to everyone in the
user's address · book, hence mailing itself to many other unsuspecting individuals.
There are ways of protecting
your computer from viruses
though. "The most important
safety precaution is to simply
practice safe computing,:' said
Ennis.

)~1ew,,smps you· cm1 •tale· ·
towa,ds prot~ng
conr ·
. puter are asf<>110\Vs:

your

, :Ify~,re~ive e-mail fr(>m.an
,Unkn~ I*rs~ .do not open
it. · · - t~ roiy a~htneti,~

·uni'·

, u.b9w txactly whit«:

i~ d~s, w}J'Q. sent it to you,

and ·

, if you were-• e~pecting }t
..Jfy9l} receive a suspicious etnai·~ contacnhe.Jielp ·.~at
belpdesk@mail.ucf.edu or at
(401}.8;23-5117.
~NeY'er

open an attached file

that haS .vbs in end of a file
name.
-Keep your virus software
Most anti~virus
updated.
companies have websites
where. you can download
updates on the most current
viruses.
-Always make backups of
important documents and
files.

•

•
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•
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the 2nd ~tu~d .~i'f every
month ··
~~;~ . o tm 1:30
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Tr1:1 our ~anhattan
Steak & Shrimp

•

EnjOIJ s.avorlJ sirloin steak grilled to
perfection, along with a dozen succulent
garlic-crusted shrimp, lightllJ breaded and
seasoned just right. Delicious c~untrlJ
potatoes, toasted garlic bread and a tastlj
dipping sauce served on the side •

•

*10.99
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All of our
Unique Rolled
Sandwiches
are made with

· the finest
quality meats,

407 658-1155
(fax 407 658-1663)
12247 University Blvd. Orlando _

cheeses,
fresh
vegetables
and spreads
rolled up tight
in giant 12"
soft flour
I

tortillas.

(Just to the Left of the Movie Theaters)

®

As American As Bpplebee's
12103 Collegiate Way• 407-282-2055

Any Whole
Sandwich
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Who is actually a truefriend?
BETH SHAW
STAFF WRITER

It was Cicero who once said,
"In friendship we find nothing
false or insincere: everything is
straightforward and springs from
the heart."
This is undoubtedly true,
however is there any real way to
tell that a person is truly your
friend?
Recently I have been looking
at my friends and the people I
choose to surround myself with.
Never have I noticed what an
eclectic group of people they are,
and never have I noticed how
much petty arguing goes on

between us.
Okay so maybe I exaggerate
a little. But, who cares if you or
one of your girlfriends starts to
hang out with your 'guy friends?'
They were your friends from the
beginning and it won't change
unless you start acting· like a jealous five-year-old. Oh, and who
really cares if I decide to go to
sleep early instead of, dare I say
it, go out on a Friday night? And
why is it that a lot of sentences
begin with the phrase, "You
know, I really like her but...?"
I am the type of person who
has many different friends who
don't all necessarily know each
other, and I like it this way. I have

a friend who is perfectly content
to sitting at home and watching
MTV for hours on end. I have
another friend who absolutely
refuses to sit at home, and I have
yet another friend who refuses to
watch MTV. I love all of them
for different reasons, but mostly
because they understand me and
understand what does and doesn't
annoy me.
However lately I have
noticed that a lot of my friends,
mostly girls, can't get along. It is
really annoying. They are BFF
(that's high school girl-talk for
Best Friends Forever) one·
minute, and ready to scratch out
each other's eyes the next.

A good friend of mine and I
were talking and she brought up
the fact that our mothers never
fight with their girlfriends.
Maybe this childish bickering is
just something girls grow out of.
Then again the fact that 40-year
old women are married and have
jobs probably shows just how little time they have for this Brutustype behavior.
Not only is this constant
picking apart of one another
childish, it is just plain goofy.
Goofy in the sense that most of
the sentences formed in cat fighting is ignorant and highly unintelligent. They are so warped and
without point that they seem to be

gibberish forms of self-promotion.
Now, no one is above talking
crap. ~veryone does it, some
more than others do. However,
think about this: Is the 'golden
rule' so lost in archaic proverbial
triteness that it has lost meaning
all together? I would like to think
not.
My message is just this:
'You can't be a friend sporadically.'
Can you believe she is wearing those shoes with that dress?
Sounds pretty stupid doesn't it?
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When the
is filially
STAFF WR!TER
cle~ yol,l return. home; yoti 'call
--the Q!:ange !County Sheriff,7s
ltllagine you're .o ut on a Department and .find. out that a .,
Sunday" night, when you decide warrantfoi:your arrest was !lever
.to calL your apartment to see i~ued. WeUt th,atis a relief, bnt
what your roommates, are up· to. y:m.1 still have tQ l;iea.l witli your
Your roommate answers the eviction.
When. you speak with the
phone and informs you that there
1s an officer wno works for your le3$iAg qffi.ceJbey"have no idea .
apartment complex in the apart- of wliat you ''are talking about
ment mruang accusations of you and, say that an- officer that fits
smoking pot in your room. The the description given by your
officer stated that there was a roommates doesn~t eye:!! work
drug cqmplaint made against for them.
you, he witnessed your usage
The situation is becoming
through a pair of binoculars straHger and stranger; when you
looking into your bedroom win.: call the leasing .office back you
dow, cguld smell the pot coming find out an officer of the descripfrom your window and is' now tion does work for -the complex
here to question you.
but has no need to talk to you.
How could this be you have Odd, he was going to arrest you
been out to dinner with your par- less than twelve hours ago.
ents all night?
In a final act to make sense
You tell your roommate to of this nightmare, you talk to the
call your cell phone back but other security · officers of the
when he/she calls you back you complex. You tell them the situaare told that the cop not only tion, mstead of trying to obtain
threatened to spray pepper spray justice for you they begin to
under your door to get you out of make fun of you by saying that
your room, he al.$0 stated that you are probably guilty anyway
you are going to be evicted for and that all five people who witnot opening the do6po speakto nessed this incidentarelying, no
the cop. How are you going to restitution will ever come of this
open the door when you 're not situation.
It is frighteni:Qg to hear
home? Not only that but he stat~ ·
ed he was going tO issue a War~ abouf" situations When the Jaw
rant out for your arrest
turns on the innocent especially
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KNIGHT PUBLISIIlNG, INC
(407) 365-3113

ALAFAYA SQUARE

120 ALEXANDRIA BLVD, SUITE 17
Ovrnno, FL 32765

SHOPPING CENTER
(407) 366-1625

News and Sports Desk
Advertising & Classified

Fax
E-mail
On your nextS10.oo Dry Cleaning order.
This Certificate is good for Dry Cleaning services ONLY and must be presented at the time of the incoming order.
One Gift Certificate per visit please.

-----------------

thatyou are"declling with an officer make sure yon know who
. yQu are dealing with. Thafs
that he/~he detained you,
you can contact them if you have
to, ap.d you have a reference to
identify the ofticer.
4) If an officer doe$ come to
your home you have the right to
ask what the situation is regarding and any other question you
may have about the alleged incident.
5) An officer fills out a log
or duty sheet of events that happen on his/her shift. This log or
duty sheet is a matter of public
record. This means that you have
the right to see it or have a copy
of it. If you are denied a copy
than you can go to a superior to
ask for the log or duty sheet. If
you are still denied than you can
go to court to obtain this information.
6) If an officer does come
into your home lawfully 'and
finds a friend drinking under the
legal age or using an illegal substance, even though you have no1
participated in the illegal drug
abuse, you friend and yotirself
can be arrested because it is still
your home and you could be held

p;0of
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when ithappe~wiih such disre- do f'know somuch ~outit?'Well '
gar:d for the rigpts of citizen$. because I was witness to the
lfoweyer,. this descriptipn·was whqleunjustact; {ce,rtainlyhave
not.just a ~})ocking scenario th.is much better things to do than'to
ocoutred to a t.esident of one of make up this whole incident with
the largest apartment complex in · four other friends and roomthe l;J'hlversity·~ea on May7,
tnatesrthen writ¢ ;m article about
The officer was an off duty the situation.
Orange
County· Sheriff's
Although no apology or an
D~parttnent deputy who fol- admission of guilt will ever come
lowed an alleged complaint and from' the officer doesn't mean,
the
that others can~t learn from this
entire incident was conveniently experience. You don't have to be
not reported on the.officers duty the victim. of•acts of injustice.
sheet for that night. But then the Whether you are informed of
question is raised if he knew the them or not' you 'have rights
person was sm9king pot why beyond the right to remain silent:
didn't he report it so that an
l) An officer (whether he is
arrest could be made when he off duty or on, whether he is the
knew that he was going to find security of the apartment comthe alleged pot on the premise?
plex or on patrol for Orange
Perhaps because the entire , County) has no right to enter you
performance of ' the officer was home without your coQsent or a
iUegal and a violation o.f the res- search warrant. If the officer has
ident's rights.
your consent or search warrant
Unfortunately for the resi- then his performance is lega~ but
dent in the fraternity of police witliout consent or a warrant
officers 1 with witnesses and all anything that the officer finds or
who do yM think 'justice" will does is a violation of your- fou:rth
take the side of? Why because · amendment rights.
according to the non-existing
2) If an officer enters your
duty'° sheet and the other security residence without you being
officers at the ap~ment com- there the entrance and search are
plex, the incident never occurred considered illegal.
and the witnesses are lying.
3) Police officers carry idenXuµ are probably asking :. tification with . them, not only
yourself tbenthatsince·tbis incl- their badges but buSineSS cards
dent 'never occurred' then &ow so whep you are in a situation
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hat is.the #1 reason
your class is logging on to

The Mouse Trap
This settles it once and for all: Orlando is a conservative,
myopic, podunk city, and Florida bears the dubious honor of being
"The most progressive Bible belt in the South." Sunday, May 7
marked the last day of the Fringe Festival, one of Central Florida's
scarce legitimate displays of cultural/artistic entertainment. One of
the Fringe's scheduled shows, "The Naked Guy," was a theatrical
performance about art and censorship, which featured one naked
male character on stage for a few seconds.
"The Naked Guy" was set to perform in a venue located on
Church Street Station. However, when Church Street discovered
that there really was a nude man in "Naked Guy", they informed the
troupe that the show would not be held at family-oriented Church
Street Station "under any circumstances."
Never mind that the venue was indoors, tickets had to be purchased to the performance, and warnings about the content of the
play were clearly posted on all advertisements for the show. And
never mind the Church Street Hooters, or that Terror On Church
Street (with graphic displays of gore) used to be located a stone's
throw from the "Naked Guy" venue. At the last minute, another
Fringe production agreed to switch venues with "The Naked Guy,"
and the play moved to an alternate location. But that was not
enough for the prude small-minded gray-haired suits who run The
City Beautiful. The police, apparently having no serious crime anywhere in the city to attend
to, were sent to the new location to warn the perf~rmers that any
display of nudity would result in arrest(s).
Apparently, the human body in its most natural form is morally reprehensible and something to be ashamed of, and if a show
doesn't run at the Bob Carr or the Civic it is not genuine performance art/theatre. Am I the only educated, adult male in Orange
County who doesn't want out-of-touch WASP bureaucrats making
decisions about what I can and should consider art?
What is wrong with residents of Orlando? We re-elected a
mayor who burned $500,000 of taxpayers' money to wage a legal
battle against the renovation of Fairvilla Megastores, (a perfectly
legal, reputable enterprise which had been established for four
years) a battle which was lost when the city paid Fairvilla $300,000
to drop a proposed lawsuit.
Without the University of Central Florida, East Orange County
would still be nothing more than orange groves, but residents in the
surrounding area are opposed tQ the university's expansion. I wonder if they will be opposed to the increase in property values over
the next few years. We live in a city whose transit system is grossly ill-equipped to handle its traffic volume (much less the exponential growth expected to arrive in the coming years), but has roadway
systems that would make the Romans envious leading to every
tacky, tourist-trap attraction one could ever hope to avoid.
And it is not just Orlando; other counties have done their part
to ensure that Central Florida never becomes more than a crash-up
derby for tourists in rented mini vans. Residents of Seminole
County who oppose legislated morality sat inert while the
Casselberry Decency Act was passed. As a result, a.flult entertainment fixtures Club Juana and Rachel's, the two finest gentlemen's
clubs outside of Tampa, were converted into Victoria's Secret with
music.
Orlando will never be a "player" as long as we bill ourselves as
the world's greatest (cheesiest) family-friendly tourist destination,
and that is exactly what our political leadership wants for this city.
So VOTE, support the arts (not the theme parks) and indulge in
vice, because without these things, Orlando will never become anything more than the house of the Jl!Ouse.
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't Go Home! ·
Her Boyfriend Won

't Do The Dishes!

He W on

Ready for the Real World?
REAL APARTM~ENTS!
•
•
•
•

1 Bedroom and Two Bedroom Starting at $520/mo.
1/2 Mile From UCF off Alafaya
Pools, Tennis Courts, Basketball Court
Computer Room, Game Room, Saunas, Fitness Center
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Always~~r th~ if,a~itua~on aiiseSUcy Provides

407-282-7333
-------------------------------~
We'll Make It NO APPLICATION FEE! :
Even Easler!

Bring This/

:

-------------------------------~

· ;tJviqtt>!t> . ·.;;~¢Ys hi this or in'iaay sitUation·
th~~@ay ¢()~Up. >
• ;~"·
....·
·. . - ,;.,~~,~~. <
~eand prpte(!tpepple butevery
' $() 6lten a slfuation ~ ~When citizen is noftteated in the .
la~ way that theY ~·~b"el&~ated•. The officer will not even
· be itven a slap Q1ttbe·\Vd$tfoi the harassment 8t,ld feai 1hat he
unjustly caused this resident. Though at this point there is nothing the resident can do alx>ut the situation; this does not mean
that others should not be aware of it and without the proper
knowledge it could very well happen to you.
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No.Doubt's latest lull ot potential
'Six Feet Under' is all about
the cycle of !ife for instance.
There is a lot of admission on
No Doubt's new CD "The Return of Saturn" has a it; I don't really know who
diverse musical style, which gives the ska band a unique will be able to relate. My
type of sound. With producer Glen Ballard (who has dad?"
worked on other CDs such as Alanis Morissette's "Jagged
"The Return of Saturn"
Little Pill") at the helm, the CD mixes different genres of also contains the song "Exmusic and produces a sound, which becomes addicting.
Girlfriend",
which
has
The track "Bathwater" is a 'pretty successful attempt received a lot of airplay on
at the combination or ska with a forties feel .--..,.,.....___........._____...,,,..,..,......._
to it. Its not hard to imagine Gwen Stefani
singing this song to all the troops away at
war.
"There's one song on the record that
really stands out to me as different- and the
most No Doubt song- and that's 'Bath
Water.' It started out spontaneously with
Tony (bass player) playing this really simple bass line with a groove to it. Gwen started singing words to it and 40 minutes later
we had a song, a really fun song. It sounds
like old No Doubt, but it sounds like us at
the age we are now. It's one of my favorites
and it's somewhere between Duke Ellington
and reggae," said No Doubt guitar player,
As
Tom Dumont.
the
The track "Six Feet Under" is a fast
paced description of a person's life. The
from the hit
song begins with a bit;thday and ends with:
"I'll be buried six feet under ground. I'll be
dead and gone, no longer around." The
less popular
catchy beat makes the song sound very uplifting and hard- songs such as "Suspension Without Suspense,"
ly about death.
"Comforting Lie" and "Marry Me" all sound basically the
Stefani said: "This record is for me- I'm being selfish. same. The words just don't seem to click with the music.
I've been assessing my life over the last couple of years- Although Stefani has a unique voice, which is almost hyplike what I am doing. There are a lot of love songs on the notic, it doesn't seem to help these songs at all.
album, but there are others that are about questioning life.
Of the 14 tracks on this album more than half have
HARMEET SIDHU
STAFF WRITER

potential to do well on the
billboard charts if they are
marketed properly. The '
personal tracks on this
album again are what make
it so powerful. Stefani has
tapped into 'her emotion to
produce some extremely
beautiful ballads and it
shows in "Magic's In the
Makeup."
"Simple Kind of Life" is
the band~s newest single.
The song seems to reflect
every person's wishes for a
simple ldnd of life. The
beginning of the song talks
about Stefani's relationship
with bassist Tony Kanal.
Stefani sings about how all
she ever wanted was a simple kind of life, however by
the end of the song, all the
simple things become too
complicated for her life.
The relationship between Kanai and Stefani has proved
profitable for the band's success. Their relationship was
the inspiration for the hit "Don't Speak" off the band's
1994 "Tragic Kingdom" album.
The group's drummer, Adrian, said: "Some people are
gonna love it and some are gonna hate it, but one thing
that I'm really proud of is that it definitely ~tands out. We
have original sound l!n1ike other groups
out now. WhelJier itsudks. or ,it's good, it's. definitely No_
Doubt."
No Doubt will begin a tour with Lit and Black Eyed
Peas on June 5 but the closest they'll be coming to 0-town
is Atlanta on June 9; tickets for that date are still available.

WANTEI): Central Florida Future DISTRIBUTION MANAGER
~mail jobs@ucffuture.com or call 407-~77-1009
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Step through the door at Jefferson Commons,
and discover a whole new place to be yourself.

PLAY.

SURF.

• Professional Management Services/24-hour Emergency Maintenance
• Individual Leases
• Lighted Basketball and Sand Volleyball Courts
• State-of-the-Art Fitness Facility and Tanning Bed
• Student Clubhouse Gameroom with Billiards, Television and Stereo
• Resort Style Pool Plaza featuring Outdoor Stereo System
• THX®Surround Sound Movie Theater
•Heated Outdoor Jacuzzi
• Beautiful Courtyard Areas·
• Covered Parking (Optional)
• Private Bedrooms
• Deluxe Home Furnishings Package
•Fully-Equipped Computer Center with Study Rooms,
Fax Machine and Copier
• High Speed Internet Access
• Extended Basic Cable Television to Living Room and Bedroom(s)

407-382-4114
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The Gladiator is an Academv contender
The mental and physical battles seen in this adventure will have you cheering from the seats of the
arena you witness them from. Director Ridley
Scott, who also directed the blockbuster ''Alien",
weaves a tale of treachery, triumph, and tragedy
that will both inspire and impress all who see it.
The only downfall to this otherwise perfect cinematic victory is the sketchy script and its blurry
characters' motives. The fact that this usually ke,v
item does not kill this film is commendable.
It's visual effects and emotional pulls will r:n:ake
you forget that you never did see what happped to
the dog in the beginning of the movie or that you
still can't figure out what happened between
Commodus' sister, Lucilla, and the 9i;;ro warrior
Maximus.
This epic story will leave you in ;t' state of wonderment that only movies of this high caliper can.
A film of its genre and era has ;1ot been attempted
on the big screen since "Splrtacus" forty years
ago; it was well worth the l/ng wait.
.Feed your curj.osity by visiting the official website at
www.gladiator-thefilm.com, and' don't miss out on this
historical masterpiece.

LISA APPLEGATE
STAFF WRITER

What elements characterize an epic film?
Various opinions state that it should contain a
stellar cast with amazing sets, a huge budget, an
amazing story, and have a lasting impact on it's
audience ... to name a few. Not only does this.
adventure display these key traits, it is the first
Oscar-worthy movie to grace the big screen this
year.
Let me introduce you to the first epic film
of 2000--"Gladiator."
The beautiful and gifted Russell Crowe
plays the title role of 'Maximus' in "Gladiator."
Crowe will undoubtedly be robbed by the
Academy if he is not nominated for his passionate role and pe1formance as the hero of this film.
. Maximus is a General of the Roman army
in 180 A.D. The great empire is forced into battle, and Maximus longs only to return home and
be with his wife and son. However, the emperor Marcus
Aurelius, played by the talented Richard Harris, requests
his services for one last impo1tant duty.
Standing in the way of this vital task is the emperor's

son, Commodus. Joaquin Phoenix portrays this menacing, yet vulnerable character quite convincingly. He
makes a great villain that you will love to hate, but at the
same time feel sympathy for because his certain insanity.
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• \<uter. l:.let..'tric & SePer (nu dc:pos"t!1
• Satellite Cable TV Programming
. with High Definition Capability
• VnlTmited Local Teleplu.mf:.; Seniu•
• 24-Hour High-Speed Internet Access
• Full l;eatured i. larm System'
• Full-Size Washer and Dryer
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PLUS • Gated access
• Deadbolt locks on bedroom doors
• Fire sprinklers throughout
• Pest control
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• 5-Piece Dining Set

Large-Screen TV's• Game Room
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• Compu(er Desks With Chairs

Open 24-Hours - Pamper Yourself!
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•

• Dressers with Mirrors
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• Ample drawer & stielvu1g space
• 1 elev sion stand
• Microwave ~nd d1shwashe ..
• Self-clearn11g even
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• Refrigerator witn ice maker

• Full size doub e sink
•Garbage oisposal
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"Do I need
a briefcase?"
get all the answers:
ucf.eGrad2000.com
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-- In April, Japan's ultra-serious Seibotu Raiders easi·
ly beat a more relaxed European team in the finals of
the Kemijarvi international snowball championship in
Finland, and afterward, several Japanese players
urged Winter Olympics officials to recognize their
sport. (Teams start with seven players and 270 snowballs on a field iust larger than a tennis court, with
some protective barriers; a direct hit eliminates a player, and the first team to seize the other's goal flag
wins.)
-- Punch-Drunk From litigation: The Brown &
Williamson Tobacco company recently added another
quixotic 800-number telephone message, this time featuring a male chorus serenading callers with "Oooh, the
tobacco plant is a lovely ·plant / Its leaves so broad
and green / But you shouldn't think about the tobacco
plant / If you're still a teen." A 1999 message featured a sexy male voice intoning, Brown &Williamson
Tobacco is in love. We're a giant corporation, and you
make us feel like a little kitten."
''Thank you, lover."

r----------------------, r----------------------,

..
S(JIS & SALADS

•

Buy o·ne 6"
sub get the

•

,_second free
I

L----------------------~

~
Pizza.

.
V
Buy any Large
Pizza get the
second for 25¢
(equal or lesser value)

L----------------------

For all UCF Students, Faculty, and Alumni.
UCF ID required.

•

We cater all parties. Employment opportunities available .
We offer tuition assistance. See Manager for details.

0

407-384-1950

** ** **

Favorite Cinema
Lake Howell 8 Theater
Locatea in the Lake Howell
Square Shopping Center
1271 Semoran Btva.
Casselberry, FL 32707
(11on 679·7366

We offer stuaent discounts ($4.50)
t o all stuaents with 1.0. 's
Thursday nights are UCF Knig~ts
Buy an admission, get one free to
any UCF stuaent with a UCF IO
Some restrictions may apply due to
._. contractual obligations with film companies

______________________________________ ,
I
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L aVie Nails
Grand Opening
Professional nail care salon
Pink & white - Fiberglass - Gels
Manicures - Spa Pedicures - Air brush
Located in Collegiate Square
12140 Collegiate Way, Orlando, FL 32817
(Comer of University Blvd and Alafaya TrailNext CBS Book Store)

Tel. (407) 275-5719
Open Hours: Mon-Sat 9:30-7 :30
Sunday 12:00-5:00 PM.

Walk-ins Welcome or by Appointment

ls2.oo Off

I SJ.oo Off
S5.oo Off
I S5.oo orr
jfor Fullset&
: For Fill in
I For Full set
I For Spa
'! Free Air Brush I Free Air Brush I of Pink& White : Pedicures
(Reg.$20.00) I (Reg.$15.00)
I (Reg. $35.00) I (Reg.$25.00)
1
I
I (All Cou11~1!s Ex1!ire_ Sep 30,2000.)

Thank You For Being La Vie Nails Customer!

erinarian trying to tranquilize it. And according to a
February New York Times story, the textile company
Francital has developed a fabric specially treated to
absorb perspiration and body odors for people who
can't bathe for up to 30 days at a time; the company
is headqu~rtered in France.
-- Jose Chavarria, 37, was convicted of involuntary
manslaughter in Adel, Iowa, in February. He had killed
his friend Jorge Villalobos only minutes after lamenting
to friends that a psychic had told him that Villalobos
was planning to kill him first.
** ** **

Well-Put
Sang Lee, the owner of a custom slaughterhouse
near Minneapolis-St. Paul that serves the HmongAmerican ·community (and speaking to a St. Paul
Pioneer Press reporter in January concerning complaints about heavy slaughterhouse traffic): "We
(Hmongs, natives of Laos and Thailand) have a complex culture, and we have to sacrifice animals a lot."
** ** **

Learning to Kill Before They Learn to Shave
In February, an 8-year-old boy, coming to his
Active Seniors
At a January hearing in laCrosse, Wis., child- mother's aid, stabbed her abusive boyfriend to death in
molester Ellef J. Ellefson, 95, was ordered to remain Coker Creek, Tenn. And in an Islamic public execution in
confined beyond his sentence because experts said he Kandahar, Afghanistan, in February, a 10-year-old boy,
was still incorrigible. Mr. Dea Dubbs, 88, was sen- now the eldest male in the family, took a rifle and did
tenced to probation-only in April in Sarasota, Fla., for the honors to the man who had killed his father. And in
buying crack cocaine, which he said gives him "pep." In Dover Township, N.J., in March, a 10-year-old boy
April, first-time arrestee Roth A. Goelz, 81, was argued with his father over missing chocolate icing
charged in Hollywood, Fla., with running a $200,000 and then, when the father sarcastically suggested the
Ponzi scheme. Retiree Charles John Swanson, 71, was kid just take a knife and kill him, the kid complied.
** ** **
arrested in January for two armed bank robberies,
allegedly committed because he was having trouble Update
In the five years since Bill Davis made News of
affording his rent in Palo Alto, Calif.
** ** **
the Weird by settling his 20-year dispute with Rhode
Island over the pile of 10 million used tires (he says it's
Cultural Diversity
-- Camel Mania: A January New York Times report 30 million) on his property in Smithfield, contractors
from Selcuk, Turkey, described the massive y popular have gradually removed 4 million tires, at 79 cents
sport of camel-fighting (in which one-ton camels in each, and sold them as fuel. Federal and state officials
mating season simply push against each other unt~I one still believe that a fire on the land would· cause cahJfalls over), which brings fame to the winning owner. strophic environmental damage to Narragansett Bay,
And in a March New York Times profile, well-to-do in that each melted tire would release about a quart
Istanbul builder Ethem Erkoc revealed that he has con- and a half of oil. (A similar fire in Westley, Calif., in
structed 10 swimming pools for Libyan leader September burned for a month.)
** ** *
Moammar Gadhafi, who ·permits his favorite camels to
least Competent Criminals
frolic in them. ·
Ill-Conceived Crimes: In Biloxi, Miss., in January,
-- Henk Otte, 43, lives most of the year as an unem·
plo.yed construction worker in an Amsterdam, Ronald·Dean Cherry, 52, was arrested after he ca~le
Netherlands, housing eroject, but he is also the chief of the Treasure Bay Casino and threatened to start shoot~
about 40 villages (100,000 people} in a region of ing their customers unless the company delivered
Ghana about 45 miles from the capital of Accra. $1 00,000 within two hours to his home (address help·
According to a January Associated Press dispatch, Otte fully provided by Cherry). And Ronald Keith Graham,
was visiting with his Ghanan-born wife in 199 5 when 45, was arrested in Des Moines, Iowa, in February and
suddenly natives concluded he was their reincarnated charged with burglary; according to police, he had
king. At that time, Otte's reaction was that the vii· stolen a TV set but rather than try to sell it to one of .
lagers were "insane," but now says that being king "is Des Moines' other 200,000 residents, he invited its
former owners to his apartment, where he offered to
my destiny."
-- The Hanoi (Vietnam) Institute of Social Sciences sell it back to them·for $1 SO and even suggested an
reported in February that many men, fearful toward easy payment plan.
** ** **
the end of the lunar new year, had apparently turned
to sex with pregnant prostitutes as a way of releasing Also, in the last Month •••
A 26-year-old woman started an agency to say
evil spirits.
** ** **
prayers for people too busy to say their own (at $1.50
a day and up) (Milan, Italy). A woman was convicted
Well, Sure!
-- Male Stereotypes Come to life: In January, Quebec of arranging for her lover to get a penile implant using
researcher Jim Pf~us told the Montreal Gazette that her estranged husband's health insurance (New York
the rat is the "ultimate example" of the male mammal City). A20-year-old, brand-new mother was arrested
always on the lookout to copulate with new females in Cedar Rapids, Iowa; she had allegedly dealt $650
and that when given alcohol, male rats notoriously re- worth of cocaine from her room in the maternity ward.
attempt sex with females who had just rejected them. An Israeli rabbinical council authorized three tons of
And schoolbus driver Alexandre Belvu, 31, was arrest- bread for starving Ethiopians but, because it was
ed in Brooklyn, N.Y., in January for taking three kids Passover week, was forced to send only religiouslyon a ride that lasted eight hours because he couldn't correct but notoriously hard-to-digest unleavened
find their school and apparently would not stop to ask bread. The Centers for Disease Control estimated that
a 20-cent tax increase on a six-pack of beerwould
directions.
-- Unfair Ethnic Stereotypes Come to life: In March, reduce gonorrhea in young adults by 9 percent.
police chasing an escaped circus tiger in a suburb of
Warsaw, Poland, accidentally shot and killed the vet-
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Data Entry - We don't believe the rumors that
all college students are lazy and don't want to
work. We have part-time opening for 6-10 pm
and 8-12 pm shifts. Detail oriented, computer
literate, data entry. Professional office
environment, 2 miles from UCF. Fax resume
to 407-313-1313 or email to
dmullen@accessone.cc

HELP WANTED
Now seeking students to work on campus. Up
to $8/hour. Leave your name and phone
number for Michael @
(800) 797-5743 ext. 316.
Central Aorida Regional Hospital has
Internships
Available in Marketing, Activities
Coordination, Geriatrics.& Administration. If
interested call 407-321-4500 x 5784.

$$WORK FROM HOME$$
$500-$4500/per month
Part-time/full-time
Call (706) 742-3486
Opportunity Only Knocks Once and This Is
Your Chance to See What Is On The Other
Side Of The Door. For More Details Call 407758-6283 or e-mail me at hszasz@cfl.rr.com

A national leader in quality childcare,
Childtime Children's Centers - located in
Oviedo - close to UCF - is seeking
full-time/part-tim.e caregivers for our Infant Pre-K programs. Contact Donna Lewis at
407-977-0525 for more information.

Circle Me!!!
Summer Work
$11.25 base - Appt.
Pff - Frr positions throughout
Florida. Flexible around
finals/summer school. Customer service/sales.
Conditions apply (407) 862-8786
www.workforstudents.com/np

IKON Document Svc-NOW HIRING!
Copy Machine Operators
1st. 2nd. 3rd. Shifts Available
Fff. Prr, Flex Hrs. Fast Pace
Downtown Location
37 N. Orange Avenue. Suite 810
407-843-3600

Christian Preschool Teachers, Afternoon
Teachers (3:00 - 6:00 pm), Substitutes &
Bus Driver for Field Trips Needed for Union
Park Christian School, 10301 East Colonial
Drive, Orlando. [f you love children and God,
call 407-282-0551.

Daycare/Preschool- immediate openings. flexible hours, e;ergetic, enjoys fun, games. arts &
crafts, music and working with children - corner of Dean & University Blvd (Suncrest
Village Shoppmg Center) come in to apply or
call Miss Jaimee 407-657-8050.
1

Sales Associates Full & Part-time. Stride Rite
retail now hiring for our Orlando Premium
Outlet location. Call 407-293-8901 . Other
Orlando area locations - Aorida, Beltz Outlet,
Altamonte & Fashion Square malls.
COPY EDITOR- Needed for Spanish version
of financial internet site. Auent
English/Spanish. basic understanding of
inve$tment-related topics a must. Send
resume: csurran@financialweb.com or fax
407-834-3870

Collection Reps - Access One
Communications - One of the fastest growing I
telecommunications companies in the SE has
openings in our Finance Dept for Collection
Reps for our new location in the UCF area.
Candidates must have good computer skills, as
well as good communication skills. Prior collections, customer service or telemarketing
experience necessary. Telecom experience a
plus. Full-time, part-time, weekday, weekend
and evening positions available. Fax resume to
407-313-1313 or email to
dmullen@accessone.cc
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SUMMER NANNY FOR NEWBORN
30+ brs.lweek, May-August
for downtown area family.
Infant care experience,
excellent references a must.
Experienced, nuturing,
responsible sitters please call:
Pat or- David (407) 648-5264
Job Description available.
Potential long-term position.

VACA170NS

FoRRENT

$16,000 Travel package
UCF Area, fenced '1J2 duplex, large
storage space, $750 negotiable
407-977-1649.

50% off Hotels Nationwide
FREE 3 day/2 night vacation
FREE $2,000 gift check
FREE Golf Etc. membership
24 hr. message 407-352-6714

For Rent
2 Bed 2 Bath Townhouse $565/month
$500 security deposit
Clean & new carpet. Walk to UCF. I, J 00 sq.
feet. Call Greg at 407-249-3845

We offer a great wage, a $.50 raise
after 90 days, and tuition assistance
for qualified students. In order co be
considered, you must be:
• 18 years of age
• Ahle to work 5·9am, Tues.-Sat.
• Able to lift 30lbs.

FOR SALE
MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the# I selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.
Volkswagens: Preowned with a
2 YEAR WARRANTY! Call RON at
Royal VW. 407-644-2222.
Nice selection & AFFORDABLE.
For Sale
Blue Braided Area Rugs 1 - 9x7
2 - 20 x 33 & 27 x 37 - $75.00
2 - cloth chrome w/ arm rest counter stools $40 each.
Call (407) 671-8244 leave message.

If this sounds like your kind of job,
please apply in person Tuesday-Friday

8~.~

Home~

8500 Parkline Blvd., Ste. l 02
Orlando, FL 32809
Between the ho~ of 8am-l pm or email
resume to jharnhart@shiprps.com
\%mm muJ mimrriJia m<trlmlpd IQ "PP~

Earn $20.00 Qr Music CD, Free ISP,
Free 20 Mbs Internet Hard Drive, Free
Personal Website for an hour's work on
the computer at a UCF computer lab.
Interested Graduate Students (Masters,
PhD and Doctoral Students) who have
no experience in Multimedia
Programming and Digital Video
Camcorder/Digital Video editing should
contact me immediately at:

mak05307 (@,pegasus.cc. ucf.edu
or call me at:
407-359-9825

for$1,295 & make $1,000!
FREE cruises, Hawaii,
Vegas! Not MLM
(407) 425-4666
Fraternities - Sororities - Clubs Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with the
easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at (888)

I.

923-:: :~:·:::::,:.:~oom

ROOMMATES I

Civil Litigation
Personal Injury, Auto Accident
Wrongful Death, Insurance
(407) 568-3800 Orlando
www.harveycohenlaw.com

Non-smoking female or male roommate wanted for early July. Great apartment complex. 2
bed/2 bath, $340/month + utilities, close to
campus. Please call Michelle at
l407) 657-7626.
Looking for a non-smoking roommate to share
a 2 bedroom, 2 bathroom apartment in a beautiful gated apartment community that is 10
minutes from UCF off University and 15 minutes from downtown. $350/month + utilities $50.00 deposit. Great for a student or graduate that is employed. Please call Mitzi at 407671-1303 or my cell phone 407-719-0713.

"Will I ever see
daylight once
I have ajobr

get all the answers:

ucf .eGrad2000.com

SERVICES
- ----

Fed.Ex Home Delivery, a new division
of FedEx Ground, has a great opporcunity to make some extra cash. We
are looking for dedicated men and
women to Wlload trailers and sort and
route packages.

Criminal Defense
DUI, Drugs, Felony, Traffic
Bonds, YOP, Domestic Violence
(407) 568-3800 Orlando
www.harveycohenlaw.com

Room for rent in house $350. W/D, pool,
cable, electric, included. Non-smoker/drinker
SWF only off Lake Underhill and Econ.
Contact: Cherise@ 404-921-4400.

A $39 Hotels Etc. membership

GRADUATE STUDENTS.
NEEDED FOR
DISSERTATION
RESEARCH

Law Office of Harvey Cohen, P.A.

1992 Mazda Navajo, 108,000 miles. Good
condition. Call (407) 823-5806 and ask for
Jorge.

---~-

~-~-

Traffic Ticket?
Landlord Problems?
Legal Questions?
Visit www.upsizing.com/Law·
Email_Lglmail@aol.com
Fax 520-832-8686
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that
should not be based solely upon advertisements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you free written
information about our qualifications and experience.

The Cheesecake Factory Express®, a counter service offspring of our
national, full service restaurant concept The Cheesecake Factory®, in
DOWNTOWN DISNEY, is the exclusive food service operator
at DisneyQuest®. Right now, we are hiring for following positions:

Bring this coupon in to get a
small sub, chips, and a22-oz.
drink tor iust tour bucks.
~;l~~:o~~legj~~1 ~ay

111111,11111
, ________________________________
Tel 407.482.6400

1

Fax 407 .482.6405

I Not acull MllutJJta. Valid onfy 1t pmidpatirlg OUIZNO'S rest1111111ti llae tot1pe11 ~pwn. I* Yilil. Not valid wit~ 1ny otltfr ollar. Cl~ The Ouizne'i Corporebon.,

·CASHIERS/BAKERS·Start at $1.50 per hour
·PREP & LINE COOKS·Sfarf at $8·10 per hour
·BUSSE RS· Start at $1.50 per hour
Flexible Full or Part rime Shifts, Great
Benefits including free parking, theme
park discounts & so much more!

t

'

.
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ATTENTION CLASS OF· 2000

what is the #1reason
your class is logging on to

UCF.eurad2000.com
\

>

•

•

•

to register to win a free trip for 10 to europe

•

to get career advice

•

to create an online grad gift registry

.•

to send pnline graduation announcements

•

to get special deals just for grads

•

to network with the class of 2000

(well, what are you waiting for...
log on a decide for yourself!)

)

18gralf.4mu1·

•

•
•

•
•

~I

I EN.-T ION HEALTHY
MEN · &~OMEN

OPPORTUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN A
CLINICAL RESEARCH STUDY TO EVALUATE AN ·
INVESTIGATIONAL MEDICATION

•

•

•

HOW CAN YOU QUALIFY?
• Non-Smoking, Ages 18-45
• Not Curr~ntly Taking Prescription Medication
• Inpatient Stay (4 days & nights on three separate occasions)
Participants May Receive Compensation up to $2000.00
For more information call:

ORLANDO CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER
4401 S. ORANGE AVI
ORLANDO, FLORI

(407) 240-787
All Studies Are Supervise
by Health Care Professionals
SPECIAi. To DIE FUTURE

•

Assistm1t head coadl Greg Frady smt1ed after this year's selediol show,
relnelllberiag the pain of being snubbed the past two seaS01s.

f
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UCF surprised
by No. 2 seed
FROM PAGE. 1§
tor and we need to be ready
for that. They're a good
baseball team that steals a
lot of bases, they've got a
good national reputation in
baseball and I think that's
one of the reasons they got
in, Frady said. "I know
they're not going to be easy,
but we're going to stay positive and play our game and
focus on our team rather
than focus on someone
else's."
What the Golden Knights
are focused on looms a lot
larger than just a solid
showing at the Tallahassee
regional. The ·bid was Nst
the beginning.
"I don't feel like we've
accomplished our goal and
that's it. I feel like we've
accomplished the first part
of what we set out to do,
said Frady. "Florida State,
Evansville, and BethuneCookman will be a good
challenge for us and it will
be a good regional, but we
also think that we're capable physically of winning
11

11

that regional if we play well
and that's what we're going
to prepare to do."
The lore of playing
against the state's topranked team is an added
form of motivation for
UCF. The Knights lost each
of their two games in their
last regional appearance at
Florida State in 1997, and
h~ve hungered to redeem
themselves. Taking on a
Seminole team that was
ranked No. 1 in various
polls during the season is a
quest the team doesn't mind
undertaking.
"Playing them is big for
all of us. Every one knows
Florida State is pumped up
throughout the state, and
we would have had to. beat
them to get to Omaha
regardless, so better to get
them now," senior starter
Casey
Kennedy
said.
"We've all wanted this. I
think it's going to be great
to play at Florida State,
because they are one of the
best teams in the country
and you have to beat the
best to be the best.

(

(

SPECIAl To THE FUTURE

Casey Kennedy won 11 games and lost just one start this season, in the second game of the TAAC Tournament. He'll try to start
a new winning streak at the NCAA Tournament.

~- - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - -·- - - - - .
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I
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Call 851-3800
I
1------------------...------..1
TROPICAL FORD, INC.
I
I 9900 S. Orange Blossom Trail
Expires: JULY 3lst 2000
I Orlando,
FL 32837
I
(407) 851-3800
I

I

I ~~:r

UCF STUDENTS & ALUMNI

$900.00*

ININE HUNDRED AND 00/100
I
I

Dollars OFF!

*Includm SS00.00 dealer rebate plus $400.00 College Grad Rebate
Please amtact Sales for details... (407) 851-3800. Offer valid
oo the Purchase of 2000 model Ford Focus & Rangel' ooly!
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Team returns
tournament-tested
tennis ulavers

•

•
•

•
FROM PAGE, 16
of eligibility. Despite their losses, things look bright," Allison
said.
The team will be returning
five players, which Allison
feels is a .huge advantage. The
players return with vast experience gained by playing in the
NCAA tournament, which
should prove to be invaluable.
Allison's primary goals next
year are to shoot for a Top 30
ranking and get into the tournament's Sweet 16.

•
•
•
•

•

"We want to look to win the
first round (of the NCAA tournament) and us be the ones
playing the 50th ranked teams,"
Allison said, hoping for a reversal of UCF's fortunes this year.
"We have established tremendous credibility in the tennis
coaching community."
Defending this year's achievements will not satisfactory next
year.
The UCF Womenf s
Tennis Team expects to reach
the next level of competition
and advance .

•
•

•
•

•

CFF FILE PHOTO

Ann-Jeanette Svantesson was able to successfully move up to the No. 1 position late in the season, leading the team to
a TAAC title and preparing herself for a senior season in that slot.

679-5144
Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

:.:.

·· · ~ ·

.

~·-,,,

· :\:w/w· ~
"~ "A. CASCADES
l
Full Service Florist"

•

Fax: 679-6787
15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with I.D.

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card
''Same Day Delivery"

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-629-0050

10069 University Blvd
Orlando, FL 32817
407-679-5144

(on the corner of Dean & University, in the Publix shopping plaza)
www.allinbloom.com delivery service excludes discount

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

wire service excludes discount

•

nIECAREEROF
AUFETIME
BEGINS WI1H A
COi .I ,EGE EI .ECl1VE•

•
•

CFF FILE PHOTO

Coach Patricia Allison had a nice transilon in her first season as head coach,
winning a conference aown and earning Coach of the Year honors.

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Air Force ROTC is defined
as an elective. But it's far more
than that - it's a career development
program that teaches you to be a leader,
that develops your managerial skills, that
helps you grow into a well-rounded and selfassured individual.
For those who qualify, Air Force ROTC can even
help pay for college through different scholarship programs. When you graduate, you'll be an .f\ir Force officer.
Proud. And confident. Contact us at 407-823-124 7

or visit us at Building 501 (behind
Rec. Services/Swimming Pool).
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here

American Classic Voyages is an American owned and operated cruise line providing
exceptional, once-in·a..fifetime vacation experiences. We're looking for friendly, energetic
individuals to serve our passengers on our Hawaiian cruise ships. We have openings for a
variety of positions including:

WAITERS
BARTENDERS

COOKS
PORTERS

We offer lots of opportunity for career advancement. Those who work hard can make and
save an awesome amount of money! Meals and living arrangements are included. Selected
candidates will work a schedule of 3 months on our vessel, followed by a 6 week break.
Employees can live anywhere In the country, but must be willing to pay for their own plane
ticket to Hawall.
Basic requirements include efigibllity to work in the U.S., a working knowledge of English,
and be at least 21. To immediately begin the selection process for these exciting positions,
call our toll-free intelView line today, 24 hours a day, seven days a week: (1-SOG-423-5627)

1·800·423·JOBS
This could be the job experience you'll remember for the rest of your !Ke! Equal Opportunity
Employer, Drug.free environment•

AME~Co.
American Hawaii Cnnses

* United States Lines

J
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Regular season performance enough to merit NCAA bid
BY TONY MEJIA
SPORTS EDITOR

UCF was the first team eliminated in last
weekend's TAAC Tournament, putting
their NCAA Tournament hopes in jeopardy despite a regular season that featured
over 40 wins and a conference championship.
However, when the NCAA regional
pairings were announced on ESPN's live
broadcast, the Golden Knights were the
first of three TAAC teams unveiled, earning a· No. 2 seed in a regional hosted by
Florida State at Dick Howser Stadium in
Tallahassee.
"I'm very happy that we're in. The kids
played very hard this season, came out
and executed all year long," Assistant
head coach Greg Frady said .... Our season

goal was to win 40 games, win the regular
season conference championship, and I
think because we were able to accomplish
that, the NCAA rewarded us with a second seed. We did not have a good weekend at the TAAC but that is behind us now
and our season is still ahead of us."
The Knights will play another at-large
entry, Evan1;1ville University, in the regional's first contest on May 26 at 3 p.m. The
top seeded Seminoles will play the No. 4
seed Bethune-Cookman, champions of
the MEAC, at 7 p.m.
The Aces were the runner-up in the
MVC title game, falling 6-4 to Wichita
State, and boast the conference's top
pitcher in Ryan Miller, likely UCF's opponent in the opener.
"He's going to be a formidable competi-

UCFpage 14

SPECIAL
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To THE fUruRE

The Golden Knights got together al Stoneybrook Golf Club lo watch the NCAA Selection show, in ,
which they learned their fate· a No. 2 seed and a trip to Tallahassee for regional action.

Women's
Ten.nis team
takes positives
outol2000

')

BY NATASHA BERK
STAFF WRITER
)

Despite losing in the first round of the
NCAA Women's Tennis Regional, the
UCF Women's Tennis Team has a positive outlook for the future. The Golden
Knights fell to No. 15 South Alabama,
5-0, yet the score was not indicative of
UCF's performance in the match.
"We went three sets at one, two and
five. Number three was a close match
and our number four and six players
played extremely well," -stated firstyear Coach Patricia Allison. "The team
played with integrity. They gave an
outstanding effort!"
UCF finished the season with a 19-6
record and myriad of accomplishments.
Allison was named the TAAC Coach of
the Year and the TAAC championship
was the team's fourth in as many years.
Senior Gaelle Gouttefarde, junior AnnJeanette Svantesson, and sophomore
Marieke Gunawan each received AllTAAC honors.
"We had a very successful season,"
said Allison. "It is apparent in that we
were ranked 39th, the best in UCF history, we won the TAAC, and we had
three players named to the TAAC AllConfe~ence Team. We went from being
ranked 76th to being ranked 50th, after
having fallen out of the rankings completely."
Although UCF is losing two key players, Allison anticipates another prosperous season next year, with the
majority of the team is returning.
"We have two players leaving in
Veronica (Widyadharma), who was dismissed earlier in the season, and Gealle
Gouttefarde, who has played her years
BASEBALL page 15

')

')

National Champion
')

N®"nal T'1p Eight &eds
1. South Carolina
2.LSU

3.Ga.Tech.

4.Clemoon
5.Houston
6. Fla. State
1. Arizona St.
8. Stanford

